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Baar baar dekho trailer

The wait for a glimpse of the story of Bar Dejo was over on Wednesday morning with the release of the film trailer. It gives us a peek at the epic of love - said through time travel - and was filmed on screen by Katrina Cave and Siddharth Malhotra. The trailer is everything - love, romance, music, dance, even detailed wedding sequences - but what stands out is
the theme of time travel. The filmmakers of Bader Per Dijo ignored reports that the film was nothing but an account of what was happening in the life of an 18- to 60-year-old. But the trailer has given out that Siddharth's character is moving forward in time on some days. The trailer begins with Jay (Siddhart) living a perfect life with his love Dia (Katrina), but
their lives take a radical turn when Jay develops cold feet and leaves dya before their wedding. He then travels back and forth through time and sees what the future holds for him. This is when he decides to fix his mistakes to live his life again with the right decisions. The movie trailer is not only high on emotional, entertainment and flutes but style as well.
Katrina is seen flaunting three styles - from a short-haired professional look to a carefree young girl to a lusty bride. Siddharth is also seen in different looks. He sported a rugged look, and is also seen getting up mature with a beard and also sporting a look of a young professional. Produced by Excel Entertainment and Dharma Productions, the film is led for
the first time by Nitya Mehra. It is scheduled to be released on September 9. The glory trailer of the film Brothers has won. Director Sjoy Ghosh tweeted: I saw the trailer of Bader Barrar Dijo. Each trailer is getting better and better and raising the bar, while Neil Nitin Mokish shared: What an outstanding trailer from 'Bar Dekho' dear reader,I've been keeping you
up to date with information on developments in India and the world that have an impact on our health and well-being, our lives and livelihoods, during these difficult times. To make news widespread, we have increased the number of articles that can be read free of charge, and extended free trial periods. However, we have a request for those who can
subscribe: please do. As we fight misinformation and misinformation, keep up-to-date, we need to allocate more resources to news gathering. We promise to provide a good press that departs from vested interest and political propaganda. Support quality press dear subscriber, thank you! Your support for the press is priceless. It is a support for truth and
fairness in the press. This has helped us keep up with events and events. Hindus have always defended journalism, which is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it is even more important to have access to information that has an impact on our health and well-being, on our lives and livelihoods. As a participant, you Not only is it a beneficiary of our work
but also empowering it. We also reaffirm the promise that our team of reporters, copy editors, fact-checkers, designers and photographers will provide good journalism that departs from vested interests and political propaganda. Suresh Nampath chose the makers of Badir Dekho a fairly unconventional promotional strategy by releasing their first song, Kala
Chachema, before the theatrical trailer. The experience worked a great time for the people at Dharma and Excel Productions as the song became a digital sensation by grabbing more than 15 million eye balls on YouTube. A week after the song's release, the filmmakers are preparing to unveil the long-awaited theatrical trailer for the film on August 3, 2016.
The trailer will be released at an event in Mumbai in the presence of Katrina Kaif, Siddharth Malhotra, Karan Johar and Nitia Mehra. In the past, Both Katrina and Siddharth have spoken out about the film and have shown tremendous confidence in the content. The film presents the big screen on The Bekri Festival september 9, 2016. Vicha Videos Repartlis
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